Abstract. Suppose jA and v are arcs whose union is an arc a and whose intersection is an arc ,/. Suppose further that ,u and v, respectively, lie in the boundaries of the disks M and N. It is shown that either a lies on the boundary of a disk or uA and v, respectively, lie in the boundaries of disks M' and N' which meet only in the arc B. The construction is basic to recent results exploring new questions formerly considered only in the piecewise linear category.
In the topology of three-space it is frequently useful to simplify the intersections of a pair of objects, usually submanifolds. For instance, it has been pointed out by R. H. Bing that a short proof that a line can be moved slightly so that it meets an assigned surface in a finite set of points would greatly simplify the proof of the approximation theorem. 3' 4 The present paper is devoted to simplifying the intersections between a given pair of disks by moving one of the disks slightly. This result Theorem 1 (below) will be used by the authors in pinpointing some new problems that have been solved in the piecewise linear category, but apparently have not been considered in the topological category. This result suggests that it may be possible to define a satisfactory notion of genus for a certain class of wild knots. It would be easy to use two such disks to produce the desired one if it were known that the arc p n f pierced a disk. This need not be, however, since an adaptation by Alford' of an example of Bing2 was shown by Gillman' to provide a disk whose boundary pierced no disk.
Thus the result of this paper is to reduce the original problem to one which, while conceptually simpler, seems to call for a different approach. (1) CO = CO is a simple closed curve, (2) CO = CO U { a } is a simple closed curve meeting ,u n v in the single point a, (') . (2) Suppose that for some pair i, k of integers the relation Q,7(k) n Uk7(t) $ 4 holds. Then by (1), i > k so Vr(i)I = i/(1 + i) > k/(1 + k) = 17(k)I, so by (2) Qt7(k) nfl Uk7() 7 4, implies QtY(k) C Vt (i). (3) Let J be the set of all integers j such that V>8(J is a subset of no VJ(1) for i # j. Let N1 = [N\UJeJV78( ]U UJEJUJ7(').
A homeomorphism g of N onto N1 will now be defined. For each j in J let g9 be a homeomorphism of V7(J) onto Uj7(J) which is the identity on the common boundary of these two disks. Define g by g(s) _ I s UEN\ U AJ VJ 9~) tgj(s), j&J and seV7 ('. To see that g is 1-1, suppose g(x) = g(y). The conclusion x = y is im- That is, x is a point of V,(i) and this is a subset of some VmY(m) with meJ, contradicting xeN\ U jeJV7'fU.
Thus g is 1-1, and since it is evidently continuous, it is a homeomorphism and N1 is a disk. It is then readily seen that (M \is) n (Nl\v) has no components of type 1 or type 3, and only finitely many of type 4. Further, a component of type 4 can lie on the disks bounded by the closures of only finitely many components of type 2, so (M\i) n (Ni\v) has but a finite number of components. One can therefore use parts of M and N1 to form a disk having is U v on its boundary.
